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The Cubic Surface, as is well known, can be formulated as the
locus of a point which, when joined to six given lines—one of which
cuts the other five—forms planes enveloping a quadric cone.1 It
might be of some interest to show how such a definition leads to one
or two of the better known forms of the equation to the surface.
The method of approach is by means of the Clebsch Transformation
Principle in Geometry and the use of general coordinates. In
particular, compound symbols and bracket factors, as developed by
H. W. Turnbull2 in his works on Geometry and Invariant Algebra,
have been largely used.

In section 2(12) a form is obtained analogous to the type

U V W

u' v w'
u" v" w"

where u, v.... are planes and in §2(14) a symmetrical type is
found, which again leads (in § 3, 2) to the form uvw = u'v' w', besides
admitting of extension to higher dimensions, though the manifolds in
this case are not general. The case in five-fold space is a direct
analytical extension of that in three dimensions.

§1-

Consider briefly the underlying theory involved in the Clebsch
Principle. We represent a point in three dimensional space by
(2/i. 2/2. 2/3. Vi), or by, uv = ux yt + u2 y2 + u3 y3 + «41/4, or simply
by y. Again a line through the two points a, a', with coordinates
[aa')ij = (ata'',• — a ' ^ ) , where i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, is represented by (aa'),
or by a compound symbol A. Thus a plane through the three points
y, z, t, has the equation (xyzt) = 0, a determinant of the fourth order.

1 H. F. Baker, Principles of Geomeh-y (1923) 3, 168.
"- H. W. Turnbull, Determinants, Matrices and Invariants (1928), 212, 287.
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W. SADDLER

The point Xa + \xa' of the line (aa1) lies in this plane when,

= 0; (1)

and thus the point of intersection of the line and plane is given by

ua- (ayzt) — ua (a'yzt) = Q. (aa'). ua- (ayzt),
where Q (aa') denotes the determinantal permutation of the letters
indicated. By a fundamental identity an alternative form to this is

uv (aa'zt) + uz (aa'ly) + ut (aa'yz) = Q. (yzt). uy (aa'zt).

This expresses the point, in the plane of the triangle y, z, t, by

Xi y 4- A2 z 4- X<, t
where Xx = (aa'zt), etc. (2)

Such scalar quantities Aj may be regarded as ternary coordinates
of a point A in the plane of this triangle. If (aa'), (bb'), (cc') are
three skew lines cutting this plane in points A, /x, v, then the
expression

(aa'zt) (aa'ly) (aa'yz)
(bb'zl) (bb'ty) (bb'yz) (3)
(cc'zt) (cc'ty) (cc'yz)

is a projective invariant. It connects the ternary bracket factor (X/JLV)

with a quaternary invariant. This latter is also equal to

Q (aa', bb'). (cc'a'b') (ayzt) (byzt) (3')

where the Q operator indicates a determinantal permutation of a with
•a', and b with b', and involves four terms. Lastly, writing u for
(yzt), this becomes

(uGABu) = Q. (aa', bb') . (cc'a'b') uaub. (4)

Thus the ternary bracket factor of the type (A/xi>) admits of a
transference to the compound quaternary factor of the type (4), where
A, B, C are the coordinates of the three lines. I t gives the well
known result, when equated to zero, that the envelope of a plane
•cutting three lines in three collinear points is a quadric surface of
which the three given lines are generating lines.

Similarly for four dimensional space, a bracket factor of the type
{Xfivp) where as before the A, p, v, p are associated with the points in
which the lines (aa'), (bb'), (cc'), (dd1) meet the prime (three-fold) u,
through the points x, y, z, t goes over into

D. (aa', bb', cc'). (dd'abc) ua'Ub>uc', (5)

a determinantal expression involving permutations of a, a'; b, b';
c, c', independently.
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Instead of representing the line as joining the two points a, a',
with coordinates (aa'), let us regard it as the intersection of two
planes, ax = ax xx + a-t %2 + a3 xz + a4 %t = 0 and ftx = 0, and thus,
but for a constant factor, let

(aa% = (aa')«, (», i ; A, J) = (1, 2, 3, 4).

Then (uABCu) will go over into

(uPQRu) = Q (aa') . {PFau) (yy'a'u) (6)

where now u, a, /S, y are cogredient symbols.

Similarly, for the four dimensional case, in which the lines will be
represented by the intersection of three primes (three-folds), so that

(aa')ij = (aa'a")klm,

then,
Q. {aa', bb', cc'}. (dd'abc) ua'Ub<uc*,

will, but for a constant factor, be equal to

Q O W ) . (aa'a"pu) [yy'y'fSu) (8S'S"j8"w)

= Q (ft8'j8"). (A3/3u) (C3p'u) (Z)8 )3"«). (7)

This result, when equated to zero, implies that the envelope of a
three-fold cutting four lines in four points, which lie in a plane, is a
cubic manifold.

The dual theorems are established in a similar manner: the inter-
change of point and prime coordinates gives the corresponding
algebraical results. Thus in five-fold space, the locus

Q (ee'e'V"). (At ex) (Bt e'x) (C4 e"x) (Z>4 e'"x) = 0 (8)

is a quartic manifold locus of a point such that the five four-folds
obtained by joining it to the five three-folds A±, Bit C4, Dt, Eit have
a line in common. Here

Et = (ee'e'V"),

the e symbols being cogredient with the point symbols, x. This locus
is a natural extension of the quadric in [3],

(xABGx) = Q (cc'). (cAx) [c'Bx) = 0.

It is clear that the five three-folds lie wholly on the manifold, just
as the lines A, B, C, are generators of the quadric surface in [3],
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§2.

Consider now six lines in three dimensional space represented
by A, B, C, D, E, F where A = {aa'), and consider the envelope of a
plane which cuts these six lines in points lying on a conic. Now the
points A, /A, v, p, a, T § 1 (2) will lie on a conic if

(Avar) (TA/X) (fxvp) (par) — (/xpr) (Xfjiv) (vpa) (CTTA) = 01.

Hence the envelope of the plane cutting the six lines in points on a
conic is the surface

{uACEu) (uFABu) (uBGDu) (uDEFu)

— (uBDFu) (uABGu) (uGDEu) {uEFAu) = 0. (1)

It is more useful for our present purpose to consider the dual of this
result: namely the locus of a point such that the planes joining it to
six lines touch a quadric cone. This locus is of the eighth degree
(since x enters eight times into each term) and has the equation

(xACEz) (xFABx) (xBCDx) {xDEFx)

— (xBDFx) (xABGx) (xCDEx) {xEFAx) = 0, (2)
where

{xABCx) = Q. {bb'). (aa'b'x) (bcc'x).

In the special case where the line F meets the other five lines, it
will now be shewn that the locus reduces to a cubic surface.

For certain values of the scalar parameters a, j3, y, 8, e, fi, v,.... r',

a+ aa' = ̂ f + p'f

b+f3b'=vf + v'f

C+yc' =pf + p'f

d + 8d' =af + a'f

e + ee' =rf+r'f. (3)
Hence

(xFABx) = Q {aa'). (ff'a'x) (abb'x) = {^v' - /xV) {ff'a'x) (ff'b'x);

and similarly for the other bracket factors involving F.

The equation (2), thus reduces to the form

{txv — fj,'v) {ar - a'r) (xACEx) {xBGDx)

— (va - v'o) (JU.T'-^'T) (XABGX) (XCDEX) = 0. (4)

1 Cf. Grace and Young, Algebra of Invariants, 280.
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But, by (3),
a/3 (aa'bV) = - (Mx' - p'v) (ff'ab)
Be (dd'ee') = — (or — a'r) (ff'de)
ae (aa'ee') = - (/XT7 - /U'T) (ff'ae)
jS8 (bb'dd') = - (va' - v'a) (ff'bd),

and thus (4) becomes

(xACEx) (xBGDx) (ff'ae) (ff'bd) (AB) (DE)
- (xABCx) (xCDEx) (ff'ab) (ff'de) (AE) (BD) = 0. (5)

Denote the coordinates of the points a + aa', b + fib', c + yc',
d + 8d', e + ee', by a", b", c", d", e", and the equation retains the
same form with a" substituted for a' etc., while,

(ff'a"), = 0 = (ff'b'% = (ffd'h = (ff'e")t = (ff'c'% (6)

Again using (6)

(ff'bd) (aa"bb") = (ff'ba) (da"bb")

(ff'de) (aa"ee") = (ff'ae) (da"ee"), (7)

and hence(5)reduces to

(xAGEx) (xBGDx) (dd"ee") (da"bb")
+ (xABCx) (xCDEx) (bb"dd") (da"ee") = 0 . (8)

There will be no confusion in what follows to take the points
a", 6" . . . . as a', b', .. .., where these points are collinear on F.
Expanding out these bracket factors (xACEx) and (xABGx) and
using the symbolic identities, (8) becomes

(cc'a'x) (aee'x) (xBGDx) (bb'da') (dd'ee')
+ (cc'a'x) (abb'x) (xDCEx) (bb'dd') (ee'da')
+ (cc'ax) (a'bb'x) (cc'd'x) (dee'x) (bb'dd') (ee'da')
- (cc'ax) (a'ee'x) (cc'd'x) (bb'dx) (bb'da') (dd'ee') = 0. (9)

Since
(cc'a'x) (cc'd'a) = (cc'd'x) (cc'a'a),

the non-vanishing factor (cc'a'x) may be removed and the equation
(9) reduces to that of the cubic surface,

(aee'x) (xBCDx) (bb'da') (dd'ee') (cc'aa')
+ (abb'x) (xDGEx) (bb'dd') (ee'da') (cc'aa')
— (cc'ax) (a'bb'x) (dee'x) (bb'dd') (ee'da') (cc'd'a)
+ (cc'ax) (a'ee'x) (bb'dx) (bb'da') (dd'ee') (cc'd'a) = 0. (10)
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Now,
{Cax) {a'Ex) {Bdx) {Bda') {DE) {Cd'a)

= {Cax) {d'Ex) {Bdx) {Bda') {da'E) {Cd'a)
= {Cax) {xDBEx) {Bda') {Eda') {Cd'a)

+ {Cax) {Bd'x) {dEx) {Bda') {Eda') {Cd'a).
Hence (10) reduces to

{aEx) {xBCDx) {Bda') {DE) (CA) + {aBx) {xDCEx) (BD) {Eda') {CA)
+ (aCx) (xDBEx) {Bda') (Eda') (Cd'a) = 0. (11)

This can also be expressed as a determinant

(aEx) (DE) (aBx) (BD) (aCx) (Cad1)
(dEx) (Eda') (dBx) (Bda') (dCx) (CA)
(d'Ex) (Eda') (d'Bx) (Bda') (d'Cx) (CA)

= 0. (12)

Again (11) can further be simplified by using the three results

(dCx) (xDBEx) = (dEx) (xDBCx) + (dBx) (xDCEx),

(d'Cx) (xDBEx)= (d'Ex) (xDBCx)+ (d'Bx) (xDCEx),

(aEx) (DE) = (dEx) (Ead') + (d'Ex) (Eda).

The form for the surface becomes

(xCDEx) {(dBx) (Bda') (Ead') (CA) + (d'Bx) (Bda') (Eda) (CA)
- (aBx) (BD) (Eda') (CA)}

- (xBDEx) {(Cdx) (Bda') (Ead') (CA) + (d'Cx) (Bda') (Eda) (CA)
+ (aCx) (Bda') (Eda') (Cd'a)} = 0,

which, since
(Bda') (Bd'a) = - (BD) (BA)

becomes
(xBDEx) {{Cdx) (AB) (CA) (Ead') + (Cd'x) (AB) (CA) (Eda)

+ (Cax) (AB) (Cd'a) (Eda')}
- (xCDEx) {(Bdx) (AC) (AB) (Ead') + (Bd'x) (AC) (BA) (Eda)

+ (Bax) (AC) (Bd'a) (Eda')} = 0. (13)

It is to be observed that the first half of this expression is trans-
formed to the second by the interchange of B and C: thus the surface
can be written in the symmetrical form

(xBDEx) (xCy) - (xCDEx) (xBy) = 0 (14)

where y is a determined auxiliary point.
Here {xBDEx) = 0 denotes a quadric in which B, D, E are generators,
and (xCy) = 0 a plane through the point y and the line C.
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From the form of (14), this can also be written as

(xDBCx) (xEy) - (xEBCx) (xDy) = 0. (15)

But by manipulating the symbols in other orders or starting afresh
from (8) the equation admits of different forms—all of the same type
but with the auxiliary point y changed to other points—for instance:

(xACDx) (xBz) - {xBCDx) (xAz) = 0. (16)

We shall see the meaning of these equations in the next section.

§3.

Consider now H. F. Baker's construction for the cubic surface.1

Take four given lines and a given point. Denote the point by y and
the lines by (aa'), (bb'), (cc'), (dd1). Consider the lines grouped as
two pairs (.4), (B); (C), (D).

A plane through y cuts (^4), (B) in the points P and Q (say) and
(C), (D) in R and 8: then the locus of the point x, where PQ meets
the line RS, for different planes through y is the general cubic
surface.

Its equation may be determined as follows. Thus x and (aa'\
determine a plane which cuts the line (bb') in the point Q whose
coordinates are

b (Ab'x) - b' (Abx).

The join of xQ will determine the unique line through x to cut
A and B. Again x and (cc') determines a plane which cuts (dd') in
the point S, namely,

d(Cd'x)-d' (Cdx).

The plane QSx will pass through y if,

(QSxy) = 0,
or,

Q (bb', dd'). (xb'd'y) (xAb) (xCd) = 0.

Simplifying by the usual identities, this is equivalent to

D (dd'). (xb'by) (xAd') (xCd) + Q (bd). (xb'd'b) (xAy) (xCd)
or,

(xAy) (xBCDx) - (xBy) (xAC'Dx) = 0, (1)

1 H. F. Baker, Principles of Geometry, 3, 170.
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which is the equation to the surface. This is the same form as
obtained in §2 (13) and (14), with y a definite point depending
on the six initial lines.

From the equation (1), or its equivalent,

(xCy) (xDABx) - (xDy) (xGABx) = 0,

all the lines of the surface can be accounted for. In the Schlafli
notation, ABCD would be denoted by c^c^o^c^ while the two lines
through y, one meeting A and B, the other C and D, would be c12 cM.
The b5 and b6 would be the pair of lines common to the two
quadrics, other than C and D,

Also b1 would be the line joining the two points in which the plane
(xBy) = 0 meets the lines C and D and similarly for the others. It
is not my intention here to enter into the discussion of all the lines.

Again it may be verified without difficulty that (1) can be
expressed in the form

(xAy) (O (da!'). (Cdx) (Byd1) ) (fi [pa') . (Bax) (Da'y) )

+ {xBy) (Q (dd'). (Cdx) (Ayd') ) (Q (bb1). (Abx) (Db'y) ) = 0 (2)

each part being the product of three factors and expressed in a very
symmetrical manner. This is of the well known type

uvw + u'v'w' = 0 (3)

where u, v, .. .., w' are six planes.
A well known standard form1 for the surface which has 27 real

and distinct lines is given by the equation

+ 1L + ± + i^\ (J?L _ JE. \ = f £. + y_ + A + ™\ (j^_ _ _v
j ) j+ + + ( f + + + (

2 y.2 z2 wj \xiZi y1w1) \xx yx zx wj \x2z.2 y2w.

It is found that the equation

(xyA) (xBCDx) — (xyB) (xAGDz) = 0
can be transformed immediately into (4) by taking for the tetrahedron
of reference two points on the line C as (0, 0, 0, 1), (0, 0, 1, 0), and

1 A. Henderson, The twenty-seven lines of the Cubic Surface. Cambridge Tracts, 13
(1911).
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two on the line D as (1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0): the line A as the join of
(x2, 0, 0, —1.2), (0, 2/2. — Z2. 0). and B as the join of (xx, 0, 0, — h),
(0, 2/1, — Zi, 0). The auxiliary point y in this case has coordinates,

f (h — k) *i *2 (*i — 22) 2/i 2/2 (yi — 2/2) ( S2) 1
1—Xttt))

The lines C, D and the two transversals of ABGD are the common
generators of the two quadrics.

§4.

Extensions of the equation §3(1) can be obtained and will be
briefly illustrated for four and five dimensional space. These are not
general, but the analytical form for the manifold in [5] is an exact
extension to that for [3].

Consider the case in four space. Take a line and plane as being
associated (analogous to the two lines in H. F. Baker's construction).
Denote the line by (aa') or A2 and the plane (two-fold) by (bb'b") or
Bs, the five a and b symbols denoting points.

Take three pairs of this type and a given point y. Consider the
quartic manifold built up in an analogous way to the Cubic Surface
in [3]. Take a three-fold through y to cut the line 4 2 i a a point and
the two-fold B3 in a line with similar intersections for the other pairs:
each point and line determines a plane in the three-fold space. These
three planes will intersect in a point. The locus of this point for
varying three-folds through y will be a quartic manifold. Its
equation is found to be

Q. {aa', cc', ee'). (aB3 x) (cD3 x) (eF3 x) (a'c'e'yx) = 0. (4)

The given two-folds are B3, D3, F3t and the corresponding lines
A%, C2, E%.

The equation (4) does not admit of a symmetrical representation
similar to § 3 (1) but can be expressed as

(B3 yx) D. (cc', ee'). (D3 ex) (F3 ex) (A2 e'e'x)

(cc'). (£3 c'x) (D3 ex) ) ( a (ee'). (F3 ex) (A2e'yx) )

(ee') . (B3 e'x) (D3 ex)) ( Q (cc') • (D3 ex) (A2 c'yx) ) = 0,

which is of the type,
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10 W. SADDLER

The four quadric manifolds b\ = 0, c| = 0 . . . . are cones. Clearly
the three two-folds, as well as the three lines, lie on the surface
as well as the lines through the point y intersecting the pairs A2, B3;
C2, Z)3; E2, F3; each two of the planes B3, Dz, _F3 intersect in a point,
and the three points so found determine a plane which meets the
surface in a quartic curve which breaks up into four straight lines.

In the case of [5] space, six three-folds grouped in two threes
A4, Bit C4; Z>4, Eit -P4 and an additional point y are chosen: Ai is the
three-fold built up of the four points a, a', a", a'", with coordinates
(aa'a"a'").

Just as the Cubic Surface was obtained in §3 (1) as

Q. (66', dd'). (xA2 b) {xCz d) (xb'd'y) = 0,

so, a quintic manifold in five has the same formation

n(cc'c"c"',ff'f"f") • {xAtc) (xB.c1) (xDJ) (xEif')(xc"c'"f"f"y) = 0, (5)

where Q. is a determinantal permutation of c, c', c", c'", and an inde-
pendent one of / , / ' , / " , / ' " .

Take the first and last bracket factors in (5), and it reduces to

(xAi y) Q (c . . . , / . . . ) • {xB* c') (xDJ) (xEJ') (xc"c'"f"f"c)

+ Q (c . . . , / . . . ) • ixAJ") {xB, c') (xDJ) {xJEJ') (xc"c'"cf"y) = 0
or

Q (/...) ( (xA.y) (xDJ) (xEJ') (xBJ") (xCJ'")

+ (xB.y) (xDtf) (xEJ') {xCJ") (xAJ'")

+ (xCi y) (xDJ) (xEJ') {xAJ") (xBJ'") ) = 0. (6)

This is capable of an alternative expression with the roles of A± B± C4,
and i>4 JE74 F^ interchanged.

It is at once clear that the six planes Ait . . . ., all lie on the
quintic manifold in addition to the plane common to

and that common to
(xC4 y) = 0 = (xD4 y) = {zEty).
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EQUATIONS TO CUBIC SUKFACE, WITH EXTENSIONS TO HIGHER SPACE 11

This is analogous to the property of the Cubic Surface

(xAy) {xBCDx) - (xBy) {xAGDx) = 0,

where a line through y which meets A. and B, namely that common
to (xAy) = 0 = {xBy), lies on the surfa.ce.
Again the quartic manifold, §1(8),

Q( / . . . ) . (xDJ) {xEJ'HxBtn (*C4/"') = 0

is formed by exactty the same method as the quadric surface

{xBCDx) = 0
in [3].
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